MANAGED ORACLE MIGRATION SERVICES

Transition to R12 quickly
and easily, and with
peace of mind
A major application upgrade to R12 can be complex,
difficult and risky. But with the right technology and
methodology, it doesn’t have to be. Our approach
saves you time, money and headaches by leveraging
industry best practices and resources that streamline
and future-proofs the entire upgrade process.

Fast and efficient
We can quickly and efficiently upgrade
the earlier versions of your Oracle
applications to Oracle R12 E-Business
Suite. Employing proven methodologies
and expertise, we standardize the
upgrade process using an efficient,
repeatable production model.
100% Oracle compliant
Our process ensures that your
application customizations,
configurations, extensions,
modifications, localizations,
and integrations (CEMLI) will
be fully compliant with current
Oracle standards and specifications
for R12 compatibility requirements.

Fast. Efficient.
Cost Effective.
With all the
required risk
mitigation your
organization
demands.

Fixed pricing
Our upgrade process enables us
to implement and manage your R12
upgrade from start to finish, all for a
fixed price — eliminating uncertainty,
Key benefits
• Innovative, fast, cost efficient
upgrade to Oracle R12 EBusiness Suite
• Lower, predictable fixed price
upgrade and migration costs
• Ensured compliance according to
Oracle best practice requirements
• Clear, accelerated growth
path to cloud infrastructure
• Proven methodologies
mitigate business risk

Dependable, proven results
Leveraging proprietary platform and
tool-sets, our Oracle Migration service
experts will configure your functional
set-ups so that your existing business
flows run seamlessly on R12.

Sungard AS Customization Management
We can further analyze your current application customizations (CEMLIs)
to make them compliant with Oracle best practice requirements and
provide you with a clear, comprehensive customization reduction
plan. Our experts are ready to work with your business analysts to minimize
your customizations to reduce complexity and enhance performance.
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How it works
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With assistance
from Sungard AS,
your enterprise can
upgrade to the latest
version of Oracle R12
E-Business Suite in
as few as 120 days.

Sungard AS Managed Oracle Migration Services

Step 1: Automated assessment.
First, we thoroughly analyze your
current Oracle installation. An Oracle
upgrade specialist will conduct a
comprehensive assessment of your
Oracle environment to determine its
level of complexity. Based on those
results, we’ll generate a CEMLI impact
assessment report, scope of work and
a fixed-cost proposal for the R12
upgrade — all within 72 hours.

Step 2: Technical and functional
upgrade to the Oracle R12
E-Business Suite
After you approve our proposal,
we’ll begin upgrading your system
to the latest version of Oracle R12
E-Business Suite, complete with
all the necessary configuration and
functional setups. As part of our
innovative upgrade process, our
expert team employs proven,
repeatable processes to fully test
each upgrade round, ensuring
a smooth final production cutover.
Our process platform streamlines
upgrade execution and facilitates
simple, open communication
among all parties for maximum
accuracy and efficiency.
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Step 3: Future-proofing
your Oracle applications
Working closely with your IT team,
we develop a clear roadmap that
future-proofs your Oracle applications
that can save you time, money
and disruptions by:
• Utilizing cloud-based
management services
• Rationalizing and reducing
customizations
• Implementing SOA as the
integration architecture

With assistance from Sungard AS, your enterprise can
upgrade to the latest version of Oracle R12 E-Business
Suite in as few as 120 days. Besides saving time and money,
a partnership with Sungard AS enables your enterprise
to focus its resources on core business issues and meet
demands of your business community. You need your
enterprise applications to empower your operations and
drive business growth. But tight budgets, limited resources,
and complex technology can make it challenging to get
the most from your application investments.
Contact us for more information on how we can streamline
your transition to Oracle R12 E-Business Suite.

About Sungard Availability Services
Sungard Availability Services provides disaster
recovery services, managed IT services,
information availability consulting services
and business continuity management software.
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